How we are carrying
ourselves through

A journal of guided reflections
for self-connection and compassion
mid-pandemic

A short journal by

DOES THIS
FEEL LIKE A
GOOD PLACE
TO PAUSE?
The first leaves are turning colour here where I live
and the nights are getting longer. The outer world
is making it unmissable that change is happening,
and that it has been happening all along.

THERE ARE
OTHER WAYS
OF LOOKING
BACK, AND
SEEING.

In my life, we're approaching the six-month mark
of a different way of living as our collective
response to the pandemic. And what is marking
this particular chapter's close for me, this pause
point, is our child's return to school. Your pause
point may be something else, but it feels like many

For my own well-being, I've been wondering if
there might be more supportive questions to ask
and if there might be ways to look back on these
months that would help me better understand
what's true, this moment.

of us are experiencing a shift here.
I am more interested in how we have been than
I've felt a welling of grief and regret and relief and
other complicated mixes of feelings in recent days.
It feels, for me, familiar. It feels as it did before we

what we have done, and who we are in this
moment, as a result. And I think in that
exploration, there is some softness, some peace.

sent our child to school for the very first time and
we had to leave her with people we did not know.
There were so many unknowns. So much
tenderness. I remember wondering if I had filled
her with enough love in my pre-school years with
her for her to be in the world on her own, and
okay. Now, I find myself wondering the same. Did
I use this time well? Did I make the best of it?
I don't know that these are helpful questions, as
tempting as they are. They carry judgement, as
though there is a right way to have done All This.
The capitalist cultural narrative would have us be
productive and industrious and positive at all
times, and to find worthiness there. It's hard not to
internalize those values. At least a little.

So these are the questions I am holding now, and I
share them with you in case they bring you calm
in the present too.

GUIDED
SELF-REFLECTION
May these questions show you something
meaningful about who you are, and how
you are in this moment.

In the last six months, who have you helped?
Who have you cared for and how? List every
person you can think of, however small or
mundane you deem the care you offered (and
even if you sometimes resented it).

In the last six months, who has shown up for
you, and how? List every person who made a
contribution to your well-being.

What have you learned about your capacity to
give? What have you learned about your capacity
to receive? What have you learned about the
supports available to you?

What new skills have you learned or new
knowledge have you acquired in the past six
months?

Do you have any regrets from the past six
months? Use this page to gently put them
down so they don't have to be carried.

What would you say to a friend you love if they
held the same regrets?

Which of these words describe the ways
you've shown up in the last six months?
Circle as many as you'd like.
boldly

softly

angrily

creatively generously

with care

calmly

busily

impressively
tearfully

presently

usefully

warmly

thoughtfully

considerately

bravely

artistically

wisely

energetically

joyously

loudly

slowly

seriously

safely

gratefully

impatiently

gracefully

tensely

intentionally
elegantly

shyly

truthfully

effectively

hopefully

faithfully

quietly

mentally

anxiously

irritably

cheerfully

cautiously

realistically
hopelessly

fairly

deliberately
courageously

powerfully

sadly

tirelessly

positively conscientiously

easily

patiently

kindly

bitterly

distractedly

worriedly

wearily

fiercely

justly

gently
tensely
ethically

beautifully
confidently
logically
frantically
defiantly
recklessly

unexpectedly

your own words:

Which of these felt most most you?

What have you found you no longer need or
want? What have you/will you release?

What are needs you've learned you must
meet for your own well-being?

What have you grieved?

What has brought you comfort?

What have you felt grateful for?

What have you felt proud about?

Is there something no one knows you overcame
that deserves acknowledging?

What have you learned about yourself?

What intentions would you like to set for
the next six months?

If you could choose one word or phrase as a
touchstone for how you'd like to be and feel
for the next season, what might it be?

Is there anything else coming up for you right
now that deserves words?
This space is here for you.

THANK YOU FOR REFLECTING
ON THIS TIME WITH ME.
This guided self-reflection journal was written by me,
Carrie Klassen.
I’ve been a professional writer, ghostwriter, and
communicator for two decades. I’m also a city girl who
grows beets, harvests purslane, and feels most understood
by the wild phlox that sprang up in our backyard one
summer.
I help people take care in finding the words for hard, beautiful, and important things.
And I help people use intentional language to deepen relationships with nature,
ourselves, and each other. If you'd like to connect with more of my work, please sign up
at carrieklassen.com.

Also available:
WORK AS A PEACE PRACTICE
Work as a Peace Practice is a short self-reflective guide to
help each of us find the work that can be our calming (and
brief as necessary) personal practice right now.
Like this journal, it's a gift. I hope you find it helpful.
Available for instant download
at www.carrieklassen.com/work-as-a-peace-practice.

